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ABSTRACT: The land–atmosphere interactions play an important role in modulating climate variability at different spa-
tial and temporal scales. In South America, two recognized hot spots of soil moisture–atmosphere coupling are located in
southeastern South America (SESA) and eastern Brazil. Soil moisture variability may not only alter the climate locally but
may also have nonlocal impacts through changes in the regional circulation. Here we explore how these two local coupling
hot spots interact with each other, how soil moisture variability modulates the regional circulation, and what is the conse-
quent nonlocal impact on precipitation. To this end, we analyze numerical experiments, performed with a regional climate
model for the period October–March of 1983–2012, that allow us to isolate the influence of the soil moisture interannual
variability on the regional climate. When the soil moisture–atmosphere interaction is enabled, we find a nonlocal coupling
mechanism that links both hot spots at different temporal scales, favoring precipitation in eastern Brazil to the detriment
of the precipitation in SESA through shifts in the regional circulation, when compared with a simulation with constrained
soil moisture–atmosphere interaction. In northeastern Argentina, a subregion of SESA located at the exit of the South
American low-level jet, it was found that the amount of nighttime precipitation is modulated by the proposed nonlocal
coupling mechanism. A better understanding of the variability of precipitation due to the influence of land–atmosphere
interaction processes may contribute to improving the predictability of precipitation and the interpretation of climate
projections.

KEYWORDS: South America; Atmosphere–land interaction; Climate variability; Soil moisture; Numerical analysis/modeling;
Regional models

1. Introduction

Land–atmosphere interactions play an important role in
modulating the climate variability at different spatial and tem-
poral scales (Seneviratne et al. 2010), particularly, the vari-
ability of soil moisture (SM) can affect atmospheric processes,
especially in transitional climate regions (Koster et al. 2004).
In South America, two main hot spots of land–atmosphere
coupling in southeastern South America (SESA) and eastern
Brazil have been widely identified in previous works (Sörensson
and Menéndez 2011; Wei and Dirmeyer 2012; Ruscica et al.
2015, 2016; Spennemann et al. 2018; Menéndez et al. 2016,
2019; Baker et al. 2021). Since the coupling hot spots coincide
with important agricultural areas of Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay,
and Uruguay, the ability of the SM variations to modulate
the interannual variations of the regional climate may have
consequences on the macroeconomics of these countries
(Lachaud et al. 2017; Banerjee et al. 2021). However, the
land–atmosphere coupling in these two hot spots has usu-
ally been studied on a local scale, not considering the hot
spots as interacting regions, even though nonlocal influen-
ces have occasionally been suggested (Grimm et al. 2007;

Bieri et al. 2021). Strong local SM–temperature coupling
has been reported in South America, especially during aus-
tral spring and summer (Menéndez et al. 2019), as well as
its influence on extremes (Coronato et al. 2020), whereas
the local SM–precipitation coupling signal has been found
to be usually weak or not significant (Sörensson and Menéndez
2011; Ruscica et al. 2015; Giles et al. 2021).

SM anomalies can influence the local input of moisture to
the atmosphere (Eltahir and Bras 1996) and the energy
balance and development of the boundary layer (Ek and
Holtslag 2004). However, the effect on climate may not be
limited to the region experiencing the SM anomalies but
could affect other regions through the modification of the
thermodynamic properties of the air, such as its humidity
content, which is advected by regional or large-scale circu-
lation, without necessarily implying changes in circulation
patterns (e.g., Rowntree and Bolton 1983). Wei and Dirmeyer
(2019) found globally that boreal summer precipitation P is
more sensitive to local than nonlocal evapotranspiration E for
most land areas, but some regions are sensitive to E from more
than 1000 km away. Remote sensitivities are usually weaker
than local ones, but their combined effect could be large. An-
other possible nonlocal effect of SM is through its impact on
the temperature and pressure horizontal gradients and conse-
quently on circulation, particularly during dry periods (Pal and
Eltahir 2003; Fischer et al. 2007; Haarsma et al. 2009). Studies
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around the globe have found evidence of SM anomalies altering
regional circulation patterns, which affects the surface air tem-
perature and/or P of distant areas (e.g., Kanamitsu and Mo
2003; Vautard et al. 2007; Koster et al. 2014, 2016); however,
the understanding of these nonlocal mechanisms is still insuffi-
cient (Seneviratne et al. 2010; Wei and Dirmeyer 2019), moti-
vating our study.

In South America, the South American monsoon system
and the large-scale leading modes of climate variability drive
the characteristics of the atmospheric circulation, P, and sur-
face air temperature over the continent, with ENSO as the
main source of interannual variability (Garreaud et al. 2009;
Marengo et al. 2012; Kayano et al. 2017; Montini et al. 2019).
Another important source of variability at the interannual
and intraseasonal scales is the dipole-like spatial pattern be-
tween SESA and the South Atlantic convergence zone, which
develops during the warm season. This pattern is related
to circulation changes that promote opposing P anomalies
between those two regions (Nogués-Paegle and Mo 1997;
Grimm and Zilli 2009; Junquas et al. 2012). In particular,
SESA is affected by the moisture and energy transported by
the South American low-level jet (SALLJ), especially by
Chaco jet events (Salio et al. 2002; Marengo et al. 2004; Saulo
et al. 2007). These intense SALLJ events bring moisture to
central Argentina and are usually also related to the intrusion
of a cold front from the south (Salio et al. 2007), favoring the
development of mesoscale systems in the Andes foothills that
then travel east, precipitating mostly at night (Velasco and
Fritsch 1987; Romatschke andHouze 2010; Lavin-Gullon et al.
2021). These intense P systems pose a threat to the low-lying
areas of the region that are prone to suffer recurrent floods,
which are exacerbated because of the increasing land use
changes, amplifying risks and social vulnerabilities (Murgida
et al. 2014; Barros et al. 2015).

Some efforts to link the land surface influence on South
American atmospheric circulation and P have been made
over particular regions. In one study, Saulo et al. (2010) found
that dry SM anomalies in northwestern Argentina resulted in
stronger flow from tropical latitudes through the SALLJ into
the northwestern Argentina low region, and similar results
linked to Chaco jet events were found recently by Yang
and Dominguez (2019). Grimm et al. (2007) found a regional
mechanism at the seasonal scale in which dry soil conditions
in eastern Brazil generate a cyclonic anomaly and draw mois-
ture into that region and away from the SALLJ region, where
the winds are weakened by an opposing northward anomaly.
Evidence of the influence of dry SM anomalies in SESA on the
regional circulation and P was also found recently by Bieri et al.
(2021). In another study, Giles et al. (2021) analyzed rainy-night
days in northeastern Argentina}at the exit of the SALLJ
within the SESA coupling hot spot (hereinafter JEXIT)}and
found an apparent contradiction: the comparison between cli-
mate simulations with and without SM–atmosphere interaction
suggests that JEXIT rainy-night days are sensitive to the SM var-
iability despite the local SM–atmosphere coupling being negligi-
ble during those days. Thus, they hypothesized that JEXIT rainy
nights are affected by nonlocal effects of the land–atmosphere
coupling (i.e., changes in the regional circulation product of the

local land–atmosphere coupling in certain areas). This hypothe-
sis, nonetheless, remains to be tested; it serves as motivation to
further explore how the land–atmosphere interactions modulate
the broad range of variabilities at the continental scale.

In this work we seek to analyze the local and nonlocal
impacts of land–atmosphere coupling in South America. We
hypothesize that the SM variability in coupling hot spots can
alter temperature and pressure gradients at the continental
scale, and thus alter the circulation patterns and horizontal
moisture fluxes, eventually impacting the P in other regions.
Using experiments carried out with the RCA4 regional cli-
mate model, we isolate the influence of the SM interannual
variability on the climatology of South America, and particu-
larly explore the influence on rainy-night events in JEXIT in
order to test the hypothesis of Giles et al. (2021). The study of
the JEXIT region aims at improving our understanding of the
different conditions under which the local coupling is relevant
and how it relates to the nonlocal coupling. We find links be-
tween two local land–atmosphere coupling hot spots and
explore the relationship between interannual and diurnal
variabilities.

2. Method and data

Using the SMHI Rossby Centre Regional Atmospheric Cli-
mate Model, version 4 (RCA4; SMHI 2021), we studied the
land–atmosphere local and nonlocal coupling over most of
the South American continent (08–408S, 708–378W), in the
monsoon (wet) season (October–March) from 1983 to 2012.
We analyzed the impacts on the long-term (30 yr) mean cli-
mate and during specific atmospheric conditions in JEXIT,
looking at 12 modeled variables.

a. RCA4 regional climate model and sensitivity
experiments

The RCA4 model was run over the whole South American
continent and adjacent oceans at 0.58 3 0.58 resolution, driven
by initial and boundary conditions from the ERA-Interim re-
analysis (Dee et al. 2011). The version of RCA4 considered in
this study is currently used within the context of the CORDEX
project (http://www.cordex.org; Gutowski et al. 2016; Falco et al.
2019a; Feron et al. 2019; Solman and Blázquez 2019; Blázquez
and Solman 2020) and has been widely analyzed over South
America (Ruscica et al. 2015; Spennemann et al. 2018; Menéndez
et al. 2016, 2019; Zaninelli et al. 2019; Giles et al. 2020, 2021;
Coronato et al. 2020), and particularly over Argentina (Collazo
et al. 2018; Giles et al. 2021). Table 1 provides a summary of the
model configuration used in this study, including parameteriza-
tions and information of the land surface scheme.

Two 30-yr RCA4 simulations specifically designed for land
surface–atmosphere coupling studies were used in this study,
selecting the 1983–2012 period. They consist of a control run
(CTL) and a second run in which the land surface is un-
coupled from the atmosphere (UNC) by prescribing the SM
of each time step with the corresponding CTL SM climate
mean of the given day. Then, the CTL and UNC simulations
have identical SM climate means, but in UNC the SM does
not respond to either P or E. Hence, the UNC run eliminates
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all SM variabilities except for its climatological annual cycle.
This is a commonly applied method in land–atmosphere coupling
studies (Koster et al. 2000; Seneviratne et al. 2006; Conil et al.
2007; Krakauer et al. 2010; Jaeger and Seneviratne 2011;
Hauser et al. 2017).

To illustrate the difference between simulations, Fig. 1
shows the interannual variability of top SM (7 cm) and E
for each run, spatially averaged over JEXIT (258–308S and
628–588W; the outlined rectangle in Fig. 2). In CTL both
variables have similar variability since JEXIT is mostly

located within a transitional climate zone and changes in
SM limit the water available for E, but in UNC the SM re-
mains constant from year to year and is not affected by E
or P. Then, by comparing CTL and UNC it is possible to
isolate the influence that the SM interannual variability
has on the atmosphere in order to study causality. This ex-
act pair of simulations was analyzed in Menéndez et al.
(2019) and Giles et al. (2021) and the reader can refer to
those studies for a validation of P and 2-m temperature
(T2m). The statistical significance of our results is tested

TABLE 1. Summary of the RCA4 model characteristics and the configurations used in the simulations.

Configuration
Spatial domain South America and adjacent oceans (CORDEX Region 1)
Projection Rotated with north pole at 558N, 708W
Horizontal resolution 0.58 3 0.58
Vertical coordinate/levels Hybrid/40
Initial and lateral boundary conditions 6-h ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011)
Time step 20 min

Parameterizations
Advection scheme Semi-Lagrangian, semi-implicit (Jones et al. 2004)
Radiation scheme Savijärvi (1990), Sass et al. (1994); CO2 absorption from Räisänen et al. (2000)
Convection scheme Kain and Fritsch (1990, 1993) is used over South America instead of the Bechtold–“KF”

scheme (Bechtold et al. 2001)
Cloud microphysics scheme Rasch and Kristjánsson (1998)

Land surface scheme (Samuelsson et al. 2015)
Land-use physiography ECOCLIMAP (Masson et al. 2003)
Soil moisture/temperature layers 3 layers (first and second of constant depth; third variable according to root depth of

ECOCLIMAP) / 5 layers
Vertical transport of water Richards equation (Hillel 1980)
Soil texture 12 classes based on soil textural triangle (Hillel 1980) and the sand and clay content of

soil (FAO-Unesco 1981)

FIG. 1. Yearly mean top soil moisture (SM; right axis) and evapotranspiration (E; left axis) for
CTL (solid) and UNC (dashed) simulations, averaged over JEXIT (rectangle in Fig. 2, below)
during the monsoon (wet) season for 1983–2012. The labeled year corresponds to the year of the
end of the season; for example, the value for 2005 represents the mean from October 2004 to
March 2005. The climate means of E for both simulations are marked with triangles along the
left axis; their difference is statistically significant at the 95% level according toWelch’s t test.
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with Student’s t test or Welch’s unequal variances t test
(Welch 1947), clarified in each figure’s caption.

Table 2 summarizes the acronyms or symbols of all RCA4
variables analyzed throughout this study; 10 of those (except
LHF and SM) are analyzed at the continental scale in most of
the figures.

b. Atmospheric conditions in JEXIT

In the JEXIT region we classified clear-sky, rainy-afternoon,
and rainy-night days in the same way as in Giles et al. (2021),
based on the works of Zhang and Klein (2010) and Tao et al.
(2019). Using local solar time (LST 5 UTC 2 4 h) and based
on area-averaged hourly values of P and total and low cloud
cover (TCC and LCC, respectively), we defined the following:

• clear-sky days: those with P 5 0 during all hours and with
TCC , 15% and LCC , 5% from 0800 to 1600 LST;

• rainy-afternoon days: those for which the maximum hourly
P rate is located between 1200 and 2100 LST, it is greater
than 1 mm day21, and it is at least 50% greater than the
P rate outside the 1200–2100 LST range and the hourly P rate
between 0000 and 1000 LST is lower than 1 mm day21; and

• rainy-night days: those for which the maximum hourly P rate
is greater than 1 mm day21 and is located between 0000 and
0600 LST.

Daily values were computed from midnight to midnight for
clear-sky and rainy-afternoon days, and from 0900 LST of the
previous day to 0900 LST of the event day for rainy-night
days, so that the P event itself is located at the end of the 24-h
period. For a validation of the modeled P events, the reader
can refer to Giles et al. (2021). For a comparison of the mean
diurnal cycle of P between RCA4 and other datasets, the
reader can refer to Giles et al. (2020).

FIG. 2. Monsoon (wet) season 1983–2012 RCA4-CTL climate mean (a) evapotranspiration, (b) vertically integrated moisture flux and
its convergence (positive values indicate convergence), (c) precipitation and 500-hPa omega vertical wind (positive values indicate subsi-
dence), (d) 2-m temperature, (e) 900-hPa geopotential height and horizontal wind, and (f) 200-hPa geopotential height and horizontal
wind. Fluxes and horizontal winds are represented by vectors, vertical wind is represented by contours, and all other variables are shown
as shadings. The outlined rectangle indicates the JEXIT region.
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c. Terrestrial coupling index

To quantify the strength of the local SM–atmosphere
coupling we calculated the Terrestrial Coupling Index
(TCI; Dirmeyer 2011). This index uses the daily slope of the
relationship between the SM and the latent heat flux (LHF),
weighted by the SM standard deviation, to quantify how much
the SM changes drive the surface heat flux variability. The TCI
can be expressed in terms of the slope or the covariance be-
tween daily time series of SM and LHF in the following way:

TCI(SM, LHF) 5 cov(SM, LHF)/s(SM) 5 r(SM, LHF) 3 s(SM),
(1)

where cov(SM, LHF) is the covariance between SM and LHF,
s(SM) is the standard deviation of SM, and r(SM, LHF) is the
linear-regression slope between SM and LHF. A positive co-
variance (or r), and consequently a positive TCI, are indicative
of land–atmosphere interaction since LHF depends directly on
SM. The daily values used in the calculation are anomalies
with respect to the monthly mean to avoid seasonal biases.
The TCI was already used with RCA4 data in a comparison
with satellite products (Spennemann et al. 2018), and it is dif-
ferent from other indices applied in the region (Sörensson and
Menéndez 2011; Ruscica et al. 2016; Menéndez et al. 2019).

3. Results

a. Mean climate

First, the monsoon wet season climate reproduced by
RCA4-CTL is presented in Fig. 2 through the mean fields of
the variables described in Table 2. The E has its maximum in
central Brazil and decreases toward eastern Brazil and central
Argentina (Fig. 2a), following the water and energy availabil-
ity at the surface (Seneviratne et al. 2010). The vertically inte-
grated moisture flux (VIMF) pattern shows a primarily east–
west direction from the equator up to 108S, following the
trade winds, and rotates anticlockwise farther south, intensify-
ing along the Andes foothills (vectors in Fig. 2b). Most of Brazil

shows positive vertically integrated moisture flux convergence
(VIMFC) as well as over the Andes due to topographic effects,
while divergence occurs along the Atlantic coast and over some
spots close to the Andes slopes (shadings in Fig. 2b). The P
reaches its maximum values in the Brazilian core monsoon re-
gion (shadings in Fig. 2c) and over the Andes. Areas with subsi-
dence at middle levels of the troposphere are usually located
over semiarid regions or over the ocean (v500 . 0; contours in
Fig. 2c), while the monsoon region presents upward motion on
average (v500 , 0 in Fig. 2c). T2m increases with decreasing
latitude and with increasing distance from the Atlantic Ocean
south of 208S. The warmest temperatures are located in central
and northeastern Brazil as well as around 208S–558W close to
the Bolivia–Brazil–Paraguay triple border (Fig. 2d). At low tro-
pospheric levels, the geopotential height (Z900) highlights the
South Atlantic anticyclone and the northwestern Argentina and
Chaco lows (shadings in Fig. 2e), and the winds (UV900) move
westward from the equator up to 108S, turning to the prevailing
north–south direction along the Andes (vectors in Fig. 2e). At
upper levels, we observe the westerlies south of 258S and an an-
ticyclonic gyre at low latitudes (UV200; vectors in Fig. 2f).

b. Local land–atmosphere coupling (TCI)

To explore whether and where the SM state can influence
the local atmospheric conditions, Fig. 3 shows the TCI for all
days in the period as well as for JEXIT clear-sky, rainy-afternoon,
and rainy-night days, in CTL. In general, the TCI spatial pat-
terns show, in positive values, the two land–atmosphere cou-
pling hot spots in eastern Brazil and SESA, which are usually
found in previous works. This was expected since the TCI is cal-
culated from surface variables (i.e., SM and LHF) that are
known to be related in climatic transition zones. In particular,
JEXIT is located within the SESA hot spot. However, it is evi-
dent that the TCI changes depending on the atmospheric condi-
tions: relative to the whole period (Fig. 3a), the TCI in and
around JEXIT intensifies during JEXIT clear-sky days (Fig. 3b);
it remains similar during rainy-afternoon days (Fig. 3c), and dur-
ing rainy-night days it becomes negative (Fig. 3d), meaning that
the SM does not influence the local state of the lower atmo-
sphere. JEXIT rainy-night days are then not influenced by the
local coupling, but the coupling can be relevant to other atmo-
spheric conditions. Some changes in the TCI are also observed
in other areas such as southern Brazil, Uruguay, and central
Argentina.

c. JEXIT rainy-night days: Average characteristics
and forcings

Since JEXIT rainy-night days are not influenced by the lo-
cal land–atmosphere coupling, we will explore which are the
regional atmospheric conditions associated with these events.
As we mentioned in the introduction, SESA, and particularly
JEXIT, is influenced by the continental transport of moisture
and energy through the SALLJ, especially during nocturnal P
events. Therefore, Fig. 4 shows the rainy-night days composite
anomalies with respect to the mean climate (Fig. 2). Remem-
ber that we compare daily means and P peaks at night (by
definition) but other variables (like E and T2m) maximize in

TABLE 2. List of acronyms and symbols for all variables
mentioned throughout the study.

Variable Description

E Evapotranspiration (mm day21)
T2m 2-m temperature (8C)
P Precipitation (mm day21)
v500 Vertical wind at 500 hPa (v . 0 means subsidence,

and vice versa) (Pa s21)
VIMF Vertically integrated moisture flux (kg m21 s21)
VIMFC Vertically integrated moisture flux convergence

(mm day21)
Z900 Geopotential height at 900 hPa (gpm)
Z200 Geopotential height at 200 hPa (gpm)
UV900 Horizontal wind at 900 hPa (m s21)
UV200 Horizontal wind at 200 hPa (m s21)
SM Soil moisture (m) (top 7-cm layer)
LHF Latent heat flux (W m22)
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the afternoon prior to the event (Giles et al. 2021). This
means that the possible relationships between some variables,
particularly between SM, E, and T2m, will be found in the
hours previous to the peak in P.

JEXIT rainy-night days are characterized by intense P beyond
JEXIT, from northern Argentina to Uruguay and southern Bra-
zil, which is considerably higher than the climate mean (Fig. 4c).
This is accompanied by an intensification of the Chaco low with
respect to the mean climate (Z900 in Fig. 4e) as well as more in-
tense low-level winds in the SALLJ area (Fig. 4e), which results
in higher VIMF and VIMFC in the region (Fig. 4b). The E be-
fore the P event (since most E occurs during the day hours)
shows a small increase relative to the climate mean from eastern
Bolivia to central Argentina, Uruguay, and southern Brazil, while

eastern Brazil and part of the Atlantic experience reduced E
(Fig. 4a; E is multiplied by 10 to be comparable to the scale of
changes in P and VIMFC). T2m increases from southern Bolivia
to southern Brazil (Fig. 4d), coherently with the stronger north-
erly winds in low levels that carry warm moist air (Fig. 4e); also,
central Argentina experiences colder T2m associated with south-
erly low-level winds (Fig. 4e). These anomalies in T2m and
900-hPa winds are consistent with the northeastward advance of
a cold front, resulting in a strong baroclinic zone in JEXIT
(Garreaud 2000). At upper levels, a wave train structure is ob-
served (Fig. 4f), with centers of lower-higher-lower Z200 located
from central Argentina to eastern Brazil. All in all, the pattern
resembles that of a Chaco jet event, one type of manifestation of
the SALLJ (Salio et al. 2002, 2007; Saulo et al. 2007).

FIG. 3. Terrestrial coupling index (TCI) for (a) all days (all), (b) clear-sky days, (c) rainy-
afternoon days, and (d) rainy-night days in JEXIT during the monsoon (wet) season for
1983–2012 in CTL. Only values that are statistically significant at the 95% level according to
Student’s t test are shown. The outlined rectangle indicates the JEXIT region.
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We now explore the possible relationships between the P
event, the atmospheric conditions in its surroundings, and the
regional circulation, in CTL. Figure 5 shows the temporal cor-
relations between the time series of the area-averaged P in
JEXIT and the different variables at each grid point within
the whole domain. The time series are composed of daily
anomalies with respect to the monthly mean in order to avoid
seasonal biases in the results. The rainy-night P in JEXIT is
positively correlated with the E in central-eastern Paraguay
(Fig. 5a) and with the northwesterly VIMF and UV900 in
Bolivia and western Paraguay (Figs. 5b,e, vectors). There is
a high positive relationship with the VIMFC and the upward
motion in JEXIT and its surroundings (Figs. 5b,c). Negative
correlation values can be observed with T2m to the west of
JEXIT in northwestern Argentina (Fig. 5d), consistently
with the correlation with the southerly UV900 bringing cold
air (Fig. 5e, vectors). At 900 hPa, there is a positive correla-
tion with the geopotential height to the south of JEXIT and
a negative correlation from JEXIT itself toward most of
Paraguay and Bolivia (Z900 in Fig. 5e). The correlations

with T2m, UV900, and Z900 show the relationship between
the nocturnal P in JEXIT and the cold front intrusion and
the intensification of the SALLJ. The correlation with E in
central-eastern Paraguay, however, does not necessarily im-
ply that the extra E over that region directly contributes to
the P in JEXIT, since the prevailing direction of the flow
from that region does not point to JEXIT (Figs. 4b,e).
Finally, a correlation with an anticyclonic (cyclonic) anomaly
to the southeast (northeast) of JEXIT is observed in the upper
troposphere (Fig. 5f), following the anomalies related to the
wave train (Fig. 4f).

d. Local and nonlocal land–atmosphere coupling: Effect
on the mean climate and JEXIT rainy-night days

We will now explore the changes in the mean climate due to
the land–atmosphere coupling by comparing both simulations
(CTL and UNC). Figure 6 shows the CTL–UNC climate mean
differences of the same variables of Fig. 2. Only statistically sig-
nificant values are shown. As we mentioned, the comparison

FIG. 4. Monsoon (wet) season 1983–2012 CTL anomalies of the rainy-night days composites with respect to the mean climate (Fig. 2).
Only values that are statistically significant at the 95% level according to Welch’s t test are shown. The outlined rectangle indicates the
JEXIT region; E is multiplied by 10 to be comparable to the scale of changes in P and VIMFC.
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between CTL and UNC simulations allows us to isolate the in-
fluence that the variability of SM (in particular, its interannual
variability) has on the atmosphere, thus areas with maximized
absolute differences are the most affected by the land–
atmosphere coupling. We observe two areas of higher T2m and
lower E in CTL, one located in eastern Brazil and the other one
in SESA, mainly central Argentina (Figs. 6a,d; E is multiplied
by 5 to be comparable to the scale of changes in P and
VIMFC). These two areas correspond with the known SM–

atmosphere local coupling hot spots identified by previous
works and here with the TCI (Fig. 3).

The coupling also promotes changes in the circulation at
low (900 hPa) and high (200 hPa) tropospheric levels and the
regional horizontal moisture flux (Figs. 6b,e,f). The geopoten-
tial height at 900 hPa gets reduced throughout the domain
in CTL, but mainly around the eastern Brazil coupling hot
spot (Fig. 6e), which is related to the increase in T2m, thus

promoting a thermal low perturbation. Shifts in the form of a
cyclonic gyre are observed in UV900 centered around eastern
Brazil. Since most of the atmospheric moisture is located at
low levels, the CTL-UNC VIMF also shows a cyclonic pat-
tern, although centered around southeastern Brazil. This differ-
ence in VIMF mainly opposes the continental-scale anticyclonic
gyre (Fig. 2b), especially in SESA. The VIMFC increases in
eastern Brazil and gets reduced in the Amazon region, while in
SESA there are mixed patches of increased and decreased con-
vergence (Fig. 6b). At 200 hPa we observe an increase in the
geopotential height and an anticyclonic pattern in the change in
winds, especially in tropical latitudes (Fig. 6f). The P is higher in
central-eastern Brazil in CTL (up to approximately a 20% dif-
ference) and slightly lower almost everywhere else in the conti-
nent (Fig. 6c). The changes in P are consistent with changes in
v500, with greater upward motion in areas with increased P in
eastern Brazil (Fig. 6c).

FIG. 5. Daily anomalies temporal correlation between area-averaged P in JEXIT and the same variables of Fig. 2, in each grid point of
the domain for JEXIT rainy-night days in CTL during the monsoon (wet) season for 1983–2012. The anomalies are with respect to the
monthly mean to avoid seasonal biases. Only values that are statistically significant at the 95% level according to Student’s t test are
shown. The outlined rectangle indicates the JEXIT region.
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Last, we explore the differences between CTL and UNC
for the composites of JEXIT rainy-night days in Fig. 7. In
CTL, the higher T2m and lower E hot spot located over east-
ern Brazil is now stronger than the one over SESA (Figs. 7a,d;
E is multiplied by 5 to be comparable to the scale of changes in
P and VIMFC), the latter being weaker than in the CTL–UNC
climate mean (Figs. 6a,d). This is consistent with the analysis of
the TCI (Fig. 3): the local coupling gets weaker around JEXIT
during rainy-night days. Nevertheless, there is still a reduction
of E north of JEXIT in CTL relative to UNC, which is some-
what higher than in the CTL–UNC climate mean. The re-
maining variables (except for Z200 and UV200 in Fig. 7f)
show similar spatial patterns to those in Fig. 6 but with
higher intensity in some regions. For example, the anticy-
clonic shift in VIMF and UV900 is more intense during
JEXIT rainy-night days relative to the mean climate (Figs. 6b
and 7b), especially along 308S and the SALLJ region. In other
words, the SM (in particular its interannual variability) has
a higher impact on the mean regional circulation at low

tropospheric levels during JEXIT rainy-night days than in
the climate mean.

Changes in geopotential height at 200 hPa show less influ-
ence of the coupling in the composition of rainy-night days
in comparison with the climate mean (Figs. 6f and 7f). The
large-scale dynamical forcing driving these events is possibly
overshadowing the influence of the SM. In addition, the ab-
sence of significant differences in Z200 is favored by the low
variability of the geopotential height at tropical latitudes
(Kidson 1999) and by the fact that this atmospheric level is far
from the surface. However, cyclonic and anticyclonic gyres
are still evident over the southern Atlantic coast and central-
eastern Brazil, respectively (UV200 in Fig. 7f). These gyres
tend to oppose the anomalous circulation in the upper tropo-
sphere related to the occurrence of JEXIT rainy-night days
(Fig. 4f), suggesting that the land–atmosphere coupling could
slightly weaken the magnitude of these anomalies related to
the wave train. Upward motion is observed in eastern Brazil
together with increased P (Fig. 7c), hinting at increased

FIG. 6. Changes in the mean climate due to the land–atmosphere coupling, showing monsoon (wet) season 1983–2012 climate mean
CTL–UNC differences of the same variables of Fig. 2. Only values that are statistically significant at the 95% level according to Welch’s
t test are shown. The outlined rectangle indicates the JEXIT region; E is multiplied by 5 to be comparable to the scale of changes in P and
VIMFC.
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convection and diabatic warming in this region in CTL, simi-
larly to the analysis of the climate mean; and pronounced
compensatory subsidence is evident in JEXIT and other ex-
tratropical areas (v500 in Fig. 7c), inhibiting middle-tropospheric
upward motion.

The combination of the aforementioned factors limits the P
in JEXIT during rainy-night days in CTL, even to a greater
extent than in the climate mean. Therefore, the nonlocal ef-
fect of the land–atmosphere coupling (only active in CTL) re-
sults in reduced P in a stripe from northwestern Argentina to
Uruguay, covering most of JEXIT (Fig. 7c), in a diagonal
spatial pattern following the cold front associated with these
rainy events.

Even though the Z900 CTL–UNC difference is negative over
central-northern Argentina, Paraguay and southern Bolivia in
both the climate mean and the JEXIT rainy-night days compo-
sition (Figs. 6e and 7e), which should deepen the Chaco low
and thus foster the northerly winds and low-level convergence
in JEXIT in CTL relative to UNC, it is not intense enough to

counteract the continental-scale gyre related to the perturbation
over eastern Brazil. In addition, the E in Bolivia and Paraguay
contributes to the horizontal moisture flux that finally reaches
SESA through the SALLJ (van der Ent et al. 2010; Zemp et al.
2014) and the E in that area is reduced in CTL relative to UNC,
as a direct consequence of the land–atmosphere coupling but
also because of reduced low-level winds. However, the magni-
tude of these changes in E appears small, and we cannot be cer-
tain from our analyses that they significantly impact the P at
JEXIT.

4. Discussion

Two main hot spots of local land–atmosphere coupling
were identified, one in SESA and another one in eastern
Brazil, where SM variability exerts significant control over E
and T2m. Both regions have also been recognized as coupling
hot spots in previous studies from seasonal to interannual time
scales (Sörensson and Menéndez 2011; Wei and Dirmeyer 2012;

FIG. 7. Changes in the composition of JEXIT rainy-night days due to the land–atmosphere coupling, showing mean monsoon (wet) sea-
son 1983–2012 JEXIT rainy-night days CTL-UNC differences of the same variables of Fig. 2. Only values that are statistically significant
at the 95% level according to Welch’s t test are shown. The outlined rectangle indicates the JEXIT region; E is multiplied by 5 to be com-
parable to the scale of changes in P and VIMFC.
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Ruscica et al. 2015, 2016; Spennemann et al. 2018; Menéndez
et al. 2019). In addition, our study shows that, even if a region
(such as JEXIT) has a relatively strong local coupling climato-
logically, the magnitude of the coupling is dependent on the at-
mospheric conditions, and it becomes stronger during certain
events, such as clear-sky days, or negligible during others, like
rainy-night days.

In general, the CTL simulation has lower mean E and
higher mean T2m than the UNC one, especially over the two
local coupling hot spots in SESA and eastern Brazil. Since
both simulations have equal mean SM, this difference must
come from the SM variability. In fact, we can confirm this by
looking at Fig. 1: in years where the soil in JEXIT is drier
than normal, like 2005, the difference in E due to the coupling
(CTL vs UNC) is considerably higher than in years when the
soil is wetter or has near-average moisture. Thus, in years with
drier soils (lower E and higher T2m) the land–atmosphere
coupling seems to have a greater impact on the mean climate
when compared with wetter years. Ultimately, there is a signif-
icant absolute difference of climate mean E (.0.2 mm day21)
between simulations in JEXIT (Fig. 1). This asymmetry is con-
sistent with previous studies that found that the climate vari-
ability in La Plata Basin is more sensitive to dry than to wet
years (Ruscica et al. 2015; Coronato et al. 2020) and that the
coupling promotes warmer and drier conditions (Ma et al.
2011). The results are also consistent with those of Menéndez
et al. (2019) for T2m, not only for RCA4 but also in compari-
son with the LMDZ model: the land–atmosphere coupling af-
fects both the interannual variability and the climate mean of
T2m (e.g., their Fig. 5). We also observed other robust changes
in the mean values of P and horizontal moisture flux at tropi-
cal latitudes and in geopotential heights and winds}at low
(900 hPa) but also at upper (200 hPa) tropospheric levels}in
tropical and subtropical latitudes. Overall, eastern Brazil and
its surroundings stand out as the largest region where the
mean state is highly sensitive to the land–atmosphere coupling.
Note that the SM variability also affects the circulation over
the Atlantic Ocean, even though it was not the focus of our
work.

Spatial patterns of different variables obtained from com-
posites and anomalies of JEXIT rainy-night days showed that
they are mostly related to Chaco jet–like events (Salio et al.
2002). Moreover, the nocturnal P in JEXIT was found to be
correlated with many of the analyzed components of the
event, like the deepening of the Chaco low, the intrusion of a
cold front and the intensified northerly moisture flux, consis-
tently with previous studies (e.g., Garreaud and Wallace 1998;
Garreaud and Aceituno 2007; Mulholland et al. 2018). We
confirmed the hypothesis proposed in Giles et al. (2021) that
nocturnal P in northeastern Argentina during JEXIT rainy-
night days is driven by nonlocal forcings and is not modulated
by the local land–atmosphere coupling, despite JEXIT being
inside the known SESA hot spot.

Although JEXIT rainy-night days are not correlated with
local land–atmosphere coupling, they have less P in the cou-
pled simulation (Giles et al. 2021). Our results suggest that
the SM variability over the rest of the continent affects the
continental-scale circulation, modulating the P events even in

situations with negligible local coupling. We propose a
nonlocal coupling mechanism by which the SM variability
links the two local coupling hot spots through circulation
changes (Fig. 8). The coupling promotes warmer and drier
conditions in both hot spots and leads to a thermal low per-
turbation in eastern Brazil. Low-level (900 hPa) wind con-
vergence and upward motion (500 hPa) are then fostered in
eastern Brazil, bringing moisture to the region and promoting
more P. A cyclonic (anticyclonic) wind perturbation devel-
ops at lower (upper) tropospheric levels. Consequently,
two branches of processes get triggered. On the one hand,
the cyclonic wind shift at low levels introduces a westerly
anomaly in the tropical circulation toward eastern Brazil
and slows down the northerly winds in Paraguay and north-
eastern Argentina, reducing the horizontal moisture flux
into subtropical latitudes. On the other hand, compensatory
subsidence develops in the middle troposphere (500 hPa)
around northeastern Argentina as a consequence of the up-
ward motion in eastern Brazil and the upper-level anticyclone.
Then, the combination of decreased moisture flux convergence
and inhibited upward motion reduces the total P in parts of
SESA like northeastern Argentina (JEXIT), Uruguay and
southern Brazil. This nonlocal mechanism is apparent at
both the climate mean and the composition of JEXIT rainy-
night days.

FIG. 8. Schematic illustration of the regional nonlocal coupling
mechanism between eastern Brazil and SESA (particularly
JEXIT). CTL-UNC differences are pointed out, i.e., the character-
istics promoted by the land–atmosphere coupling. Black, gray, and
white colors mean changes in the circulation of low, middle, and
high tropospheric levels, respectively. Refer to section 4 for a com-
plete description.
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However, the analysis of specific events (JEXIT rainy-night
days) showed us that the strength of the proposed mechanism
depends on the local atmospheric conditions and on how non-
local sensitivities compare to the local sensitivities, similarly
to previous studies (e.g., Wei and Dirmeyer 2019). During
rainy-night days in JEXIT the local coupling is absent and the
nonlocal forcings are dominant, thus, the nonlocal coupling
mechanism becomes more relevant and intense than when
considering the climate mean, modulating the regional char-
acteristics of those events. Two components related to JEXIT
rainy-night days, the horizontal moisture transport and the
vertical motion in the middle troposphere, are modulated by
the nonlocal coupling. Even though the Chaco low is deep-
ened in the coupled simulation, which would intensify the
northerly low-level winds, the impact of the large cyclonic
perturbation centered in eastern Brazil is strong enough to
offset that effect, resulting in a southerly wind difference op-
posed to the mean value, reducing the horizontal moisture
flux and convergence in and around JEXIT. In addition, com-
pensatory subsidence limits the upward motion in JEXIT.
These changes then lead to less total P in the JEXIT rainy-
night days of the coupled simulation.

The proposed nonlocal mechanism, despite not being the
dominant forcing of rainy-night days, produces a difference of
about 6% in the mean P in JEXIT during these events (Giles
et al. 2021), in comparison with the uncoupled simulation.
Although the coupled simulation tends to produce less P
amount, it has more rainy events (Giles et al. 2021), probably
because the land–atmosphere feedback favors the initiation of
convection (D’Odorico and Porporato 2004; Findell et al. 2011).
Thus, the coupled simulation has more rainy events that, on av-
erage, have less amount of P.

The intensity of land–atmosphere coupling varies among
different climate models (Koster et al. 2004; Dirmeyer et al.
2006; Williams et al. 2016; Menéndez et al. 2019) and there-
fore the use of a single model constitutes a limitation in our
work that must be considered. Nevertheless, our results are
consistent with previous studies that also used a single model
(e.g., Grimm et al. 2007; Ruscica et al. 2015; Bieri et al. 2021).
Another potential limitation is related to the fact that model
biases may be exacerbated in regions with strong land–atmosphere
interactions (e.g., a negative rainfall bias, too-dry soils, and a
warm bias could be interrelated in SESA; Carril et al. 2012).
Maybe in the future, with high-resolution convection-permitting
simulations and more realistic land surface models, we will en-
counter improved coupling results (Prein et al. 2015). Despite
these shortcomings, we believe that the results of our study pro-
vide valuable insight and build upon the current knowledge of
land–atmosphere interactions in South America.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we explored the local and nonlocal effects of
the SM–atmosphere coupling on some characteristic features
of the South American climate, with a particular focus on noc-
turnal P events in northeastern Argentina (what we called the
SALLJ exit region or JEXIT). Two 30-yr experimental simu-
lations (1983–2012) carried out with the RCA4 regional

climate model over a domain covering all of South America
and adjacent oceans were analyzed during the monsoon wet
season (October to March). A control simulation with interac-
tive SM (CTL) was compared with a sensitivity simulation in
which the SM is prescribed with daily values of the mean an-
nual cycle, thus decoupling the soil state from the atmosphere
(UNC). This experimental setup allows us to study causality
by isolating the effect that the SM variability (particularly the
interannual variability) has on climate.

SM variability may not only alter the climate locally, but
also have nonlocal impacts through changes in the regional
circulation. The differences in near-surface variables between
the two experiments tend to be larger in the areas of higher
local coupling, where the CTL simulation produces lower E
and higher T2m relative to UNC. In particular, lower surface
pressure develops in the eastern Brazilian hot spot, and the
location of this hot spot is critical for the regional climatology
because it lies roughly in the center of the continental-scale
gyre that transports moisture from the tropical Atlantic Ocean
to the Amazon basin and then southward toward SESA (where
the JEXIT region is located). Consistently, changes in pressure
and temperature horizontal gradients between eastern Brazil
and Amazonia, between Brazil and the adjacent ocean and
around north-central Argentina, alter the continental-scale cir-
culation and promote nonlocal effects of the SM–atmosphere
coupling. This favors, when SM–atmosphere coupling is al-
lowed, the moisture flux from the Amazon basin to central and
eastern Brazil, increasing moisture convergence and P in that
region, and decreasing the moisture flux reaching northern
Argentina through the SALLJ. Thus, we proposed a nonlocal
coupling mechanism by which the two main local coupling hot
spots of South America are linked through changes in the re-
gional circulation, ultimately affecting the P of both regions.
This mechanism is found not only at the climate mean but also
at specific event compositions (rainy-night days in JEXIT).

The proposed mechanism has similarities to that described
by Grimm et al. (2007), which links the spring SM anomalies
with the summer P in eastern Brazil. In addition, the two cou-
pling hot spots described are linked by the variability dipole
between the South Atlantic convergence zone (SACZ) and
SESA, documented at both the intraseasonal (Nogués-Paegle
and Mo 1997; Robertson and Mechoso 2000) and interannual
scales (Dı́az and Vera 2017). This dipole is usually attributed
to teleconnections derived from tropical heat sources in the
Indian and Pacific Oceans (Dı́az and Aceituno 2003; Grimm
2011; Junquas et al. 2012), and our study suggests that the SM
could, in turn, modulate the tail of the wave trains arriving to
South America through land–atmosphere interactions. More-
over, the present study motivates the raising of new questions
that could lead to future research; for example, can SM condi-
tions have impacts beyond this continent? Some topics that
could be explored include the impact on stationary waves
(Teng et al. 2019), Rossby wave trains arising from the SACZ
toward Africa and the Indian Ocean (DeBlander and Shaman
2017), and cyclone formation in SESA and its consequences
on the western South Atlantic Ocean storm track (Pal and
Eltahir 2003; Falco et al. 2019b).
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In our study we go beyond local influences and discuss non-
local effects to understand changes that cannot be explained
solely by the local interactions, particularly with regard to dif-
ferences in circulation and P. Our findings hint at possible re-
lationships that could contribute to improve the predictability
studies in the region at seasonal and interannual scales. Fur-
thermore, previous studies suggested opposite hydrological re-
sponses to climate change in Brazil and Argentina (dry and wet
response, respectively; Ruscica et al. 2016; Zaninelli et al. 2019).
Then, the future coevolution of the two land–atmosphere cou-
pling hot spots could modulate the regional climate, in the case
of an increase or decrease in the magnitude or extension of the
coupling zones.
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